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THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Madeline Corbin
Staff Writer
DENVER BRONCOS WIN SUPER BOWL 50-
On Sunday, the Denver Broncos beat the Carolina
Panthers 24-10 in Santa Clara, Calif. This game
is rumored to be the last of Broncos quarterback
Peyton Manning’s career, though he said he has
not yet made a final decision. Broncos linebacker
Von Miller came away with the Most Valuable
Player award. Lady Gaga started the event off with
the national anthem, demonstrating powerful
vocal ability. Beyonce, Coldplay and Bruno Mars
performed at the halftime show on a colorful
stage amid huge prop flowers and fireworks.
The famous Super Bowl commercials featured
the usual quota of cute animals —including the
Clydesdale horses—and celebrities, including
Amy Schumer and Drake.
MARSHAWN LYNCH PEACES OUT-During
the fourth quarter of the Super Bowl, Seahawks
running back Marshawn Lynch tweeted a picture
ofcleats hanging on awire and a “peace out”emoji,
indicating that after six years with the Seahawks,
he is retiring from the NFL. In a series of retweets,
Seahawks team owner Paul Allen, quarterback
Russell Wilson and cornerback Richard Sherman
made it clear that the news is true: Beast Mode will
never save the Seahawks again. During his final
season, Lynch was only able to play seven regular
season games due to injuries, though he returned
for the playoff game against Minnesota. He retires
with 65 total touchdowns, the third-highest for
the Seahawks. He will also be remembered for
his love for Skittles and his reluctance to speak
to the media, which resulted in huge fines and
humorouscommercials.
THE ZIKA VIRUS DRAWS INTERNATIONAL AND
LOCAL ATTENTION-Last Monday, Feb. 1, the
World Health Organization declared the Zika
virus an international public health emergency.
The virus has been present in parts of Africa and
Asia for decades, but it was detected for the first
time in the Western Hemisphere in May 2015.
Though most prominent in Brazil, it has appeared
throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.
Thevirus isknown to spread through mosquitoes,
though scientists have determined that in rare
instances it can also be sexually transmitted.
While the symptoms are relatively mild and last
roughly a week, experts have recently speculated
thatthe virusmaycause microcephaly—unusually
small heads and potential brain damage —
in infants whose mothers carried the virus
during pregnancy. Scientists at the University of
Washington, and around the globe, are currently
working to discover how the virus works and to
develop a cure. For now, experts are discouraging
unprotected sex and advising pregnant women to
avoid areas where the virus is prominent.
MONDAY MARKS THE YEAR OF THE
MONKEY-The Lunar New Year is the longest
and most important celebration of the year for
many Asian cultures, and this year it fell on Feb.
8. Celebrations in Seattle began over the weekend
and will continue well into next week. Lion
dancers and firecrackers started the festivities
in the International District on Sunday, and
the main celebration is scheduled for Saturday,
Feb. 13. The local Vietnamese community will
bring in the New Year in a two-day festival this
weekend at the Seattle Center. This year’s zodiac
sign combines with the fire element to create the
Year of the Fire Monkey. Those born in the Year
of the Monkey are said to be creative, clever and
mischievous, and the fire element is said to add
vitality and excitement.
TAIWAN EARTHQUAKE-On Saturday, a
6.4-magnitude earthquake hit Taiwan’s oldest city,
Tainan, along the southwestern coast. Though
relatively few died in the city of 1.9 million, the
mostdamage was concentratedin onebuilding that
housed many students attending a local university.
The 17-story apartment building collapsed,
killing 36 and injuring 93 people. Approximately
117 people are still buried, and the military has
been mobilized to search the rubble. The solitary
collapsed building is causing speculation about
the structure’s quality, leading to investigations by
local authorities. The earthquake also damaged
water pipes and power lines, as well as the tracks
of the high-speed rail service. This caused serious
traffic problems in the area, especially as people
began traveling for Lunar New Year.
SANDERS AND TRUMP WIN NEW HAMPSHIRE
PRIMARY- Last night, Donald J. Trump and Sen.
Bernie Sanders were declared the winners of the
Republican and democratic primary elections
in New Hampshire. Trump won big with 34.5
percent ofthe vote, followed by Gov. John Kasich
with 15.5 percent. Sanders won over Hillary
Clinton with 59.7 percent after a near-tie with
the former Secretary of State in the Iowa caucus
earlier this month. Sen. Ted Cruz, who won the
Iowa caucus on the Republican side, came in third
place in New Hampshire with just 11.5 percent of
the vote. The next elections will be held in Nevada
(D) and South Carolina (R) on Saturday, Feb. 20.
Madeline can be reached at
mcorbin@su-spectator.com.
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WHAT’S THE COMMOTION ABOUT CAUCUSES?
Madeline Corbin
Staff Writer
The results of the Iowa caucus and
the New Hampshire primary are in,
and the race to determinepresidential
nominees is off to an exciting start.
Unfortunately, Washington voters
have to wait until the last leg of the
race to participate.
At this stage of the presidential
election, each states Democratic
and Republican parties are voting to
nominate delegates that will attend
each party’s National Convention
in July and determine the party’s
official presidential nominee. To do
this, states can use two methods: the
caucus or the primary. In Washington,
we do both.
In Washington, Republicans
determine some of their delegates
from the primary and some from
the caucus. Because the rules of the
Democratic National Convention
do not allow splitting delegates,
Washington Democrats determine all
oftheir delegates in thecaucus. Though
in previous years the state legislature
has voted to cancel the primary due to
its high expense, thisyear Republicans,
who utilize the process, influencedthe
allocation of $11.5 million to see the
primaries through.
In the primary, voters fill out a
ballot for one party, choosing only
between that party’s candidates.
The Washington primary falls on
Tuesday, May 24.
While the primary is relatively
straightforward, the caucus is more
complex. In a caucus, voters of
each party congregate according to
precinct, debate with their neighbors
about candidates and policies, and
eventually nominate delegates based
on a majority vote. The Washington
Republican and Democratic caucuses
will take place on Feb. 20 and March
26, respectively.
The caucus is much more
participatory, and as senior political
science major Izzy Gardon sees it,
the caucus can also be a powerful
platform for persuasion. For example,
he believes that many Democratic
voters in Iowa were persuaded to
vote for Clinton rather than Sanders
during the caucus.
“People will go into the caucus
behind one candidate, and then be
forced to hearboth sides, be persuaded,
and then reposition,” Gardon said.
“I think a lot of people went into the
caucus supporting Sanders, and then
once people made speeches, they
really questioned whether he had the
ability to win the presidency.”
Political science professor Erik
Olsen, who participated in the 2008
Washington Democratic caucus,
especially appreciates the “old-time,
neighborhood democracy” aspect
of caucuses.
“People got up and spoke on behalf
oftheir candidate, and they explained
their reasons. It was really meaningful
and substantive. It was among friends,
but it was still pretty intense,” Olsen
said. “And that’s what I like about it.
It’s a reminder that democracyisabout
voting, but in a larger sense it’s about
these practices of self-government.”
Critics of caucuses tend to focus on
the aspect of required attendance,
meaning that the many people who
cannot be present at the caucus for
various reasons are not counted
in the vote.
“It’s a much more involved process,”
said political science professor Julian
Gottlieb. “Whereas anyone can cast
a vote in a primary, and it’s just 10
minutes of effort on your behalf.”
Many have concerns that too
much emphasis is put on the results
of the Iowa caucus and the New
Hampshire primary, as these states
are not necessarily representative of
the nation, but are merely the first
states to elect their delegates. In recent
elections, many states including
Washington have tried to make
their primaries and caucuses occur
sooner, so that their delegates play an
important part in the decision process.
Unfortunately, this year
Washington’s primary and even the
caucuses will occur relatively late in
the process, meaning the nominees
may already be determined by the
FEBRUARY IQ. 2016
time Washingtonians cast their votes.
As Gardon sees it, this means
Washington delegates will not have
a significant impact on either race.
“It’s because we caucus so late in the
game,” Gardon said.
However, Olsen recalls that in the
2008 race, by the time the Washington
Democratic caucus came around,
the race was still very close between
Clinton and current President
Barack Obama.
“In 2008 the election was close
enough that the Washington caucus
still mattered,” Olsen said. “We
definitely were making decisions
that impacted the ultimate delegate
selection from Washington.”
In Olsen’s opinion, currently both
the Republican and Democratic races
are still so close that it’s very likely
Washington’s primary and caucuses
will have an impact. Gottlieb believes
the race will be especially close on the
Republican side.
“I think this one could prove to be
even more competitive than the race
in 2012,” Gottlieb said. “I’m actually
still of the opinion that it will end
up being Rubio, even though he held
third in Iowa. The way I see it is that
he as the most room to grow with
his base of support, especially among
establishment conservatives.”
Whether Washington’s delegates
make the final decision or not,
Olsen believes that for both
parties, participating in caucuses is
worthwhile if you’re able, because it
provides a space for citizens to engage
in discussions about policy and party
priorities at a grassroots level.
“We privatize public life too much
by reducing democracyand just voting
for the horse race,” Olsen said. “I
believe that democracy should involve
interaction with other citizens—that’s
the meaning of public life. And that, to
me, is the great virtue of caucuses, as
limited as they are.”
Madeline may be reached at
mcorbin@su-spectator.com
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GRADUATE ACCOUNTING MAJOR RANKS NO. 1 IN THE NORTHWEST
Vikki Avancena
StaffWriter
Among the various distinguished
majors offered by Seattle University’s
Albers School of Business and
Economics, its accounting
department—though not as popular
as its sibling finance or management
degrees—has plenty to boast about
this new year.
The 2016 U.S. News and World
Report ranked the Albers graduate
program with an accounting
specialization as No. 1 in the
Northwest, and the undergraduate
accounting program was tied for 13th
in the nation. This recently released
ranking is yet another achievement
to tack on to the continuous list of
accolades the business program has
racked up over the years.
Appointed chair of the accounting
department this past summer,
Niranjan ‘Chips’ Chipalkatti attributes
the success of the department to the
sheer determination and support
from everyone in the major.
6 NEWS
“Rankings are great. I’ll give you a
whole list of things that we’re proud
of, but I want to always underline
the fact that it is not ultimately
about the rankings—it is about the
people,” Chipalkatti said. “It’s about
the program. That’s what we care
about most.”
The close-knit group of 200
undergraduate students, 100 graduate
students, faculty and mentors work
together to make sure students have
great opportunities after graduation.
Connections the university has
maintained with accounting
alumni and the highly ranked
Albers Placement Center help build
outstanding career paths for those
pursuing a future in the field.
“Therearen’t [that many] professors,
but they give you great advice,” junior
accounting major Ashley Hampton
said. “You really get close with the
people you take classes with. I think
the family feel isnice.”
This community of mentorship
together with the service of the
placement center in seeking
prospective internships has created
valuable opportunities for business
students in professional accounting
firms. The various resources
available have given the program
one of the highest pass rates on the
Certified Public Accountants (CPA)
examination in the nation.
Chipalkatti admitted that
maintaining this unique community
is his toughest job.
“We are all very passionate about
accounting, being current and
innovative in our curriculum and
listening,” Chipalkatti said. “Our
conversations are often about our
classes and how we need to improve.”
Although the degree cannot
guarantee its international students
as many careers in the United States
as hoped—due to legal immigration
issues, according to Chipalkatti—-
students have access to plenty of
hands-on training.
Another opportunity that aids
the students in meeting their future
goals is the Beta Alpha Psi Chapter.
The international honor organization
has been at Seattle U for over twenty
years, and has a chapter in most major
universities in the nation.
Mostly geared toward accounting,
finance and information systems
students, its members join and
network with professionals, learning
more about skills that they will need
and the ethics of choices made in the
business world. Currently, about 80
accounting majors are members of
the organization.
Many major accounting firms also
sponsor the chapters, and the regional
conference allows for more exposure
for students to various recruiters.
Different chapters give presentations
at the annual conference, encouraging
students from other universities to
learn from each other.
For senior accounting major Brian
Lok, becoming the vice president
of finance and membership for the
chapter has givenhim manyrewarding
and beneficial experiences.
“One of the reasons I came to this
school for my accounting program is
because [I was] highly recommended
to,” Lok said. “The quality here is
guaranteed to be good.”
As the year progresses, the
accounting program is excitedly
seeking to improve various parts of its
department. These goals include the
integration of more data analytics as
well as possibly revamping the entire
learning goals for the accounting
programand the graduate curriculum.
Chipalkatti said that thedepartment
might consider striving for a center
for excellence status. The program can
anticipate many exciting new changes
comings its way.
“These are all things that we are
trying to strive for,” Chipalkatti said.
“We are who we are because of good
students and dedication on the part
of everyone here. We’re proud of who
we are.”
Vikki may be reached at
vavancena@su-spectator.com




Investment (SRI) task force held
its first round of open forums last
Tuesday, inviting faculty and students
to actively participate in Seattle
University’s efforts to divest from
the fossil fuel industry. The forums
prompted passionate exchanges that
reflected the university’s mission to
create a sustainable future.
“I detected, among some members
[of the task force], a genuine concern
for the problem at the heart of all of
this, which is, we’ve got one earth
and we’re doing a very poor job
sharing it with each other and with
other nonhuman forms of life,” said
philosophy professor Jason Wirth.
The forums created a safe space for
students and members of the task
force to be honest with each other. The
at times heated discussion brought to
light the deep complexity of divesting
from fossil fuels. Most would say
it’s an uphill battle, but it became
clear last week that people from
Seattle U think it’s a cause well worth
fighting for.
The task force was created for a
one-year term in March 2015 to make
recommendations to deepen the
university’s commitment to socially
responsible investing. With the term
almost up, the task force is working
hardto find itsbearings inan economic
arena where theenvironmental impact
of financial ventures are rarely taken
into consideration.
Seattle U has roughly 290
endowments with a market value
of $200 million as of June 2015. 6.1
percent of the money is invested
in fossil fuels and 0.6 percent in
coal. Those funds are managed by
Cambridge Associates, an investment
consultant company responsible for
the investments ofmanyother private,
corporate and government entities.
“The fundamental issue is how you
weigh the institutions financial needs
and well-being against its mission,”
said J. Welsey Lauer, associate
professor of civil and environmental
engineering. “It really is the issue of
the time. The university has to start
acting soon.”
At the moment, there is no
standardized metric with which
investors like Seattle U can compare
the tendency of any given fund
manager to prioritize socially
responsible investments. This issue
is compounded by the fact that the
school’s endowment is invested in
what are called “pooled funds.” This
means the Seattle U investment
committee has limited control over
the distribution of money, which
prevents it from breaking free of
this outdated system. The task force
has thus been trusted to pursue
other means of investing in socially
responsible enterprises.
“We wreck the earth, we wreck
anything else we could value—it all
goes down together. We can put that
amazing brain power together and
become a leader on the world stage at
a time of crisis,” Wirth said.
Wirth and Lauer spearheaded a
faculty-led movement inspired by SSA
to hold the university accountable
for its investments in the fossil fuel
industry. They collaborated with
Seattle U professors and faculty
members to send an open letter to
the administration, insisting that
they reconsider where they put their
money. The letter collected over
160 signatures.
“We recognize [the administration]
met us halfway,” Wirth said. “We’re
optimistic that we can work together.”
Bob Blais, a memberof the Board of
Trustees and Investment Committee
and the Chair of the SRI task force,
spoke directly to members ofthe SSA
during one of the forums.
“Father Sundborg would give you
guys credit for the existence of our
task force,” Blais said as he pointed to
the group.
SSA member Rebecca Clark-
Hargreaves attended both forums,
plus a closed-door meeting held
earlier in the week between members
of SSA and the task force. The level of
commitment was encouraging, she
said, but it has to be followed up by
KYLE KOTANI • THE SPECTATOR
Various students, faculty and speakers were invited to hear the university’s
proposal on its divestment strategies.
direct action.
“There’s still resistance to taking
substantial action,” Clark-Hargreaves
said. “As an institution that supposedly
has social justice at its foundation,
that’s a problem.”
The task force sent out an email last
Wednesday with a link to an overview
of what was discussed at Tuesday’s
forums. The email also invited Seattle
U community members who did not
attend the forums to give feedback
via a form on the university website.
FEBRUARY IQ, 2015
All feedback will be considered
as the task force works to make
final recommendations.
Nick may be reached at
nturner@su-spectator.com
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UNIVERSITY AND CORE HONORS TO COMBINE
Callie Craighead
Staff Writer
To accommodate a broader range
of majors, the University and Core
Honors programs are combining to
create a single Honors program for
all undergraduates.
This change in curriculum will
expand the Honors studentpopulation
by creating three new Honors tracks
for incoming students to choose from:
Intellectual Traditions, Innovations,
and Society, Politics and Citizenship
“The students we recruit into
Honors next year will be in therevised
University Honors curriculum called
Intellectual Traditions, but instead of
recruiting into Core Honors we will
be recruiting into the Innovations
track,” said Sean McDowell, English
professor and the director of the
University Honorsprogram.
Right now, Core and University
Honors exist in completely separate
spheres, with separate cohorts of
students in each program. There
are several distinctions between the
two programs—while University
Honors is a two year alternative to
the University Core curriculum,
Core Honors is a three year program
offering one University Core class per
quarter. The three classes required in
University Honors make it difficult for
those in credit-intensive majors that
require specific classes in the first two
years to take.
These differences often create
confusion for students who are trying
NEWS8
to decide which program is best
for them.
McDowell hopes that combining
University and Core Honors into
one single Honors program will get
rid of this confusion and allow more
students to take Honors.
“One of the big motivations for this
change is to try to be as inclusive as
possible,” McDowell said.
{“ITHINK EVERY TIME YOU MAKE IA PROGRAM MORE INCLUSIVE OF ■OTHER MAJORS AND DIFFERENTTRAINS OF THOUGHT, [THAT] IS WA POSITIVE.” ■ConnorRice,
A member ofthe Honors Council
Students echoed this view, believing
this change would allow more majors
to take Honors.
“I think every time you make a
program more inclusive of other
majors and different trains of thought
[that] is a positive,” said Connor Rice,
a freshman criminal justice major and
a memberof the Honors Council.
The Intellectual Traditions track
is a modified version of the current
University Honors curriculum,
with three classes every semester
for two years. However, it will also
include math and science, allowing
students to fulfill that requirement in
the program.
These new classes stick to the
unique curriculum of Honors;
science classes include a class called
“The Rise of Science,” which would
recreate experiments from the 16th
to 17th century, fulfilling a lab
science requirement.
“In this physics course they would
be repeating Galileos experiments,”
McDowell said. “There would be
no requirements outside of Honors
with the addition of these classes to
this track.”
The Innovations Track is aimed
towards credit intensive majors,
such as those in Engineering and the
Sciences. This track is three years and
offers one or two courses a quarter to
allow students to take other classes for
theirmajor.
Classes offered in this track are also
unique, such as the “Major Debates”
course. According to the Curriculum
Revision Proposal, “This seminar
provides a case study of a major
debate or set of major questions that
have informed the development
of civilization from ancient times
through the Renaissance. It asks
students to analyze the historical roots
of this debate from a disciplinary
perspective and examines its long-
term effects.”
These two tracks will start in the
2016-2017 school year.
Starting in the 2017-2018 school
year, Honors will also offer a
track called Society, Politics and
Citizenship. This new track is two
years and will study the relationship
between philosophy, economics, and
politics, making it ideal for public
policy majors.
When all three tracks have started
there will be three separate cohorts of
students on three different tracks, but
all under the same Honors program.
The expansion of the program will
also allow more professors to teach
in Honors.
“There will be more people teaching
in the programthan ever before at one
time,” McDowell said.
Current students in both University
and Core Honors will finish their
current curriculum tracks, unaffected
by these changes. Gradually Core
Honors will be phased out and new
students will be put into the track of
their choosing.
Although current Honors students
will not be affected by these changes,
many felt that combining the programs
would have a positive impact on the
future of the Honors program.
“These changes allow more students
with a diversity of majors to take
Honors,” said Joe Munson, a freshman
Economics major in the Honors
Council. “That definitely benefits the
Honors program.”
Callie may be reached at
ccraighead@su-spectator.com
99K FOR SEATTLE U DANCE MARATHON’S NINTH YEAR
Lena Beck
News & Managing Editor
When eight-year-old Jaden Burnett
underwent treatment for recurrent
ear infections, his family faced an
unfathomable situation. They had
to choose between his medical
needs and the family’s other basic
necessities. Fortunately, Seattle
Childrens Hospital’s Uncompensated
Care Fund helped cover what was not
provided by their insurance, saving
them from this impossible choice, and
letting Jaden get the care he needed to
live a normal life.
Seattle University Dance Marathon
(SUDM) is in its ninth year and will
hold its main event on Feb. 20 in the
Campion Ballroom. The sixteen hour
fundraising event has set its highest
goal yet in honor of it’s ninth year: $99
thousand to benefit Seattle Children’s
Hospital Uncompensated Care Fund
and Strong Against Cancer Initiative.
“I think whenever a group comes
together with that much passion and
drive for a cause that we can make
anything happen,” said Liza White,
senior humanities for leadership
major and Director for InternalAffairs
of Dance Marathon. “At the heart of it,
it’s the kids, we say ‘FTK’ for the kids
and it truly is. You hear their stories
and see their faces and you can’t not
want to help and give back as much
as possible.”
Seattle U Dance Marathon (SUDM)
raises money for patients of Seattle
Children’s Hospital. This year, half
of the proceeds from SUDM will go
to the Uncompensated Care Fund,
which helps pay for the expenses
of childrens’ hospital visits and
treatments. The other half will now
be going to Strong Against Cancer,
which is an organization dedicated to
cancer research. As of Tuesday night,
$51,178 had been raised towards
the goal.
Children’s Miracle Network
recommends that their fundraisers
raise their fundraising goal by 20
percent every year, which Seattle
U has always matched or beaten.
In an effort to meet their new
goal, and get more of the campus
involved in the process, the steering
committee of Dance Marathon has
included partnerships and events,
both new and old, to this year’s
SUDM effort.
“Just overall, we’ve just grown
as an organization this year in our
professionalism, and what we’re
looking to do in those goals that we’re
looking to strive for,” White said.
Dance Marathon has partnerships
with businesses such as Lyft and
PEMCO, and last month organized
a Drake vs. Rihanna dance event,
wherein the proceeds went to SUDM.
“We’ve done a major rebrand,
which is awesome, that was sparked
by Miracle Network Dance Marathon
doing a rebrand,” White said.
Even withalmost 500 dancers signed
up to participate in the event, SUDM
is eager to encourage more students
to get involved. This would happen,
said senior strategic communications
major and executive directorof Dance
marathon Emily Downing, if these
students could establish a personal
connection to the cause.
The domain of this connection
could range anywhere from a student
thinking of one’s own friends or
relatives struggling with illnesses, to
resonating with the personal stories
of the children for whom Dance
Marathon is fundraising.
This connection, however, is
not always an easy one to bear.
Thinking about children with cancer
is a despairing reality, but junior
humanities for leadership and Spanish
double major as well as morale captain
for Dance Marathon Anna Pickett
said that it is an essential part of the
story, and should not be discarded
or ignored.
“I think when dealing with the
gravity of it, honoring that gravity
and letting it be there—not ignoring it
because it’s part ofthe process and part
of the cause; but reminding ourselves
of the hope as well to keep us moving
forward,” Pickett said.
Pickett also advises students to
connect personally with the cause. For
her, Dance Marathon strives to bring
PHOTOS COURTESY OF KELSEY NERLAND
The Color Me A Miracle 5k Dance Marathon benefitted SUDMfundraising goals.
Top Row, Left to right: Michelle Pierce, Anna Pickett, Emily Downing, Kathleen
De Vega, Kate Koenigs, Joey Grable, Jon Miranda, Denise Bosak. Bottom row, left
to right, Addie Newcombe, Michaela Abel, Stephanie Luchetta, Liza White, and
Lindsey Habenicht.
light to what is a difficult situation.
“It brings hope to an environment
that could be hopeless, and it brings
light to a place where there could be a
lot of darkness,” Pickett said.
For Downing, her connection to
SUDM was solidified during her first
Dance Marathon as a freshman. Every
year, families and children who have
benefited from the fundraising come
and share their stories.
“These families have genuinelybeen
affected by the Uncompensated Care
Fund and without that fund, their
children would not have been able to
receive the treatment that saved their
lives,” Downing said.
However, if students need to come
to the event to form a personal
connection with the cause so that they
are motivated to fundraise and they
don’t come to the event unless they
fundraise, there is asection of students
that will not get involved with Dance
Marathon. It is this set of students that
the SUDM steering team is trying to
attract for the future.
“People are welcome to visit Dance
Marathon and check it out even if
they’re not dancing or they don’t know
anybody there,” White said. “They can
come visit, see what it’s all about and
hopefully get inspired to dance in
the future. Always looking for more
people to get involved.
FE9RUARY 10. 2015
PHOTOS COURTESY OF JOEY GRABLE
Miracle child Brooke McNaab and her
dad at the Color Me a Miracle 5k that
Dance Marathon held this October.
While SUDM has ambitious
fundraising goals this year, next year’s
goals will be even greater—SUDM’s
10thyear will also be Seattle Us 125th.
“We want to help them get to a
point where they can maybe reach 125
[thousand dollars] or something big
like that,” White said.
Lena may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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WE KNOW IT CAN BE TOUGH GETTING A DATE...
HOROSCOPES
O LIBRA JU CAPRICORN V ARIES CANCER
9/23-10/22 V* 12/22-1/20 I 3/21-4/20 6/22-7/22
Sinister shadows may be lurking but Your knight in shining armor is Listen to advice this week, but only The analytical is a struggle for you;
truly they mean little. weaker than you are. follow 85% of it. stay strong and stick to logic.
SCORPIO AQUARIUS V* TAURUS X) LEO
ML 10/23-11/21 1/21-2/19 (_) 4/21-5/21 Ct 7/23-8/22
Fortune awaits you, but only after Fine-tune your intensity levels to the Avoid both literal and metaphorical Your left hand is your lucky hand this
you wash all of those dishes. occasion for the best results. collisions; it isn't worth it this week. week. Keep it extra clean.
J71 SAGITTARIUS ¥ PISCES W GEMINI ¥1 VIRGO
** 11/22-12/21 *
* 2/20-3/20 .A 5/22-6/21 8/23-9/22
Pneumonia is haunting you, so Listen to the little voice in your Metaphysical twisted ankles are extra Express your appreciation for foliage,
practice illness-prevention measures, intestinal tract for real success. likely for you, tread lightly. and be rewarded by nature spirits.
& ETC...
MANDY RUSCH • THE SPECTATOR
THE 10
10 WAYS TO CELEBRATE
VDAY WHILE SINGLE
Go see "Deadpool" and
ST "Zoolander 2"
o Buy yourself a massage
o Upgrade to Tinder+
o Go to a bar
o Send yourself flowers
OBuy discountedchocolates the day after
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O Re-enact "The Notebook"alone
Sell restaurant
reservations for a profit






For some conservative students on
campus, the elephant in the room is
one's own conservative views
11
ARE WE CLOSETING OUR CONSERVATIVE CLASSMATES?
Tess Riski
Volunteer Writer
Grace Wall is a self-proclaimed
conservative, libertarian-leaning
freshman at Seattle University.
She hails from the genial town of
Madison, Wis.
“I’ve always been very passionate
about the abortion issue just because
I personally believe that life begins
at conception and that...” She trails
off to a complete pause. Her gaze
falls to a father and toddler who are
stopped at a drinking fountain about
five feet away. Sporadic splashes of
water are the only sound in the ten-
foot radius. Her voice hushes to a near
whisper. “That’s not a very common
viewpoint here.”
The“viewpoint”beinganti-abortion,
or more broadly, conservatism. The
“here” she refers to is Seattle U.
“The general atmosphere on
campus towards people who tend to
lean conservatively is so negative that
I find that a lot of us tend to not say
our opinion unless we know for a fact
that were among people who agree,”
Wall said.
group on campus: conservatives.
The few who belong to Seattle
U’s political minority echoed two
major arguments.
First, that their views are often times
Wall is a member of a minority
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excluded and devalued on campus.
Second, they keep their voices down,
both in the classroom and with
friends, to avoid tension.
But with the 2016 Presidential
campaign upon us, it’s more
important than ever that Seattle U
students learn to engage in a balanced
political discussion—both in and out
of classrooms.
“I don’t really share my opinion
much during class discussions because
I know it’ll be shot down. Or people
will think of me differently and I
would rather them think of me highly
than express my political views,” said
humanities for leadership and political
science sophomore Jon Cantalini.
Cantalini and Wall are not alone in
this regard.
“Itdoesn’t feel like asafe environment
to speak your ideas because it is much
more that the rest of the group is in
one boat and you’re kind of in your
own boat,” said political science and
vocal performance freshman Maggie
Roberts. “It’s kind of more mob
mentality here.”
Roberts is a member of the Seattle
U Students for Life club, which is
most commonly associated with the
anti-abortion movement. The club
also opposes capital punishment and
assisted suicide.
According to the Students for
Life club, Seattle U has morphed
into a political bubble of sorts in
which political discourse primarily
veers towards the left of the
political spectrum. As a result,
conservative ideas are virtually
excluded from all discussions,
unless they’re presented in a
mocking manner.
Freshman economics major and
self-proclaimed conservative Jackson
Evoniuk said that liberal students,
whose ideas are supported by the
majority, are at a disadvantage.
“I feel like Republicans are almost
lucky—conservatives are almost
lucky—because they’re exposed
to constant challenges and they
strengthen their ideas and learn more
about the issues,” Evoniuk said. “But
then people who are very liberal and
only see people agreeing with them,
they don’t get that same education.”
More students emphasized
how crucial it is to hear
opposing viewpoints.
“Ifyou only see one side of the story,
"It doesn't feel like a safe environment to
speak your ideas because it is much more
that the rest of the group is in one boat
and you're kind of in your own boat."
you don’t get that challenging ofyour
viewpoint. You don’t get that check
to make sure your logic is going in
the right direction or it makes sense,”
Wall said.
Some argued that Seattle U
professors further the political bias
in their classrooms by assuming the
majority oftheir students are liberals.
“Professors just usually make a
generalization that everyone in the
class has a similar viewpoint. And so I
think usually they’ll use examples
kind of in a mocking manner, not
necessarily candidates ofboth parties
but usually primarilythe conservative,”
Roberts said.
Even when the assumption that
everyone in the room shares similar
viewpoints maybe correct, classes can
always benefit from acknowledging
conservative beliefs without
belittling them.
Creating an environment where
students are able to speak passionately
about their beliefs can help them
-Maggie Roberts
develop the important skill of
taking both sides of an argument
into account.
“They implicitly kind of put
down conservative viewpoints as
discriminatory and oppressive,” said
electrical engineering senior and
Seattle U Students for Life member
Alex Kvenvolden.
Robert Aguirre, a professor
of literature and composition, is
intentionally transparent about his
political beliefs during class.
“Let’s just say I’ve never really liked
professors who purposefully try to
come across as sort of immune to the
world or utterly objective. I find that
I bit disingenuous in a way because
through their silence, they’re already
being somewhatpolitical.”
Aguirre, who is a strong proponent
of open discourse, stressed the
distinction between just and
unjust dialogue.
“We should never be barring
conservative views at all,” Aguirre
said. “But what we must distinguish
between is rebuttal and rejection,
dialogue and condescension
and rejection.”
Many Republican students avoid
sharing their ideas inthe classroomout
of fear of condemnation. According
to Aguirre, filtering ideas this way
is dangerous.
“I always say that being shy in the
"The general atmosphere on campus
towards people who tend to lean
conservatively is so negative that I find
that a lot of us tend to not say our opinion
unless we know for a fact that we're
among people who agree."
-Grace Wall
classroom, being reserved to a certain
extent, is a form of selfishness...”
Aguirre said. “And no matter one’s
political stripe, you’ve got to throw the
ideas out there. Let them get batted
around. Because it may impact you in
ways that you’ve never seen and it may
impact other students in ways that
they hadn’t thought about.”
Humanities for teaching sophomore
Brinkley Johnson, who declined to
state her political stance, is an integral
part of the Seattle U Students for Life
club. She expressed the challenge of
expressing her more conservative
beliefs on campus without being
labeled as a Republican.
“Stereotypes are so real,” Johnson
said. “Like when I saythat I’m pro-life,
and then all ofthe sudden, I’m marked
as a super to-the-right person.”
While Johnson strongly advocates
for the anti-abortion movement and
even flew to San Francisco last month
to participate the Walk for Life rally, a
rally that aims to change perceptions
about abortion being an option,
she certainly doesn’t fit into the
traditional conservative box. In fact,
her favorite presidential candidate is
Bernie Sanders.
“I just really appreciate how radical
he is, even ifhe’s a socialist. Like, that’s
great. I really think our country is in
a deep need of change,” Johnson said.
Johnson contended that
assumptions made by fellow students
about her ideologies highlight a
pattern ofgeneralizations on campus.
“I feel like I personally am breaking
a lot of stereotypes in my different
identities, in my values, and for some
reason this school really upholds
stereotypes, while at the same time
trying to fight them,” she said.
Johnson is joined by others in the
quest to minimize generalizations
on campus.
Cantalini is passionate about
ending homelessness, and said
that it’s an example of an issue that
anyone can care about, regardless of
political philosophies.
“It’s not about being a Republican
or a democrat, it’s not about being a
Christian or an Atheist,” Cantalini
said. “It’s about coming together and
helping the people who do live on
the streets... I think it’s an issue that
everyone can get behind, no matter
what political ideology you’re a
part of”
For many, the word “conservative”
connotes images of confederate flags
and the infamous Donald Trump.
However, none of the Republican
students interviewed supported
the radical candidate. In fact, most
denounced him completely.
“I hate Donald Trump as a whole...
He is everything that the Republican
Party is not,” said Cantalini, whose
February 10, 2016
personal favorite isMarco Rubio.
“He’s disingenuous and dishonest
and it seems like he’s just parroting
viewsthathe thinksRepublicanswould
have,” Evoniuk said. He intends to
vote for Ted Cruz. “[Cruz] appreciates
the importance of American
values and limited government
and is traditional, socially and
economicallyconservative.”
Though they shy away from
expressing these views during class,
some Seattle U conservatives said that
the anti-abortion movement, limited
government and traditional family
values are issues of high importance
to them.
“I think it’s very odd that so many
conservatives on campus choose
not to speak out,” Wall said. “I’ve
always had the experience where if
you eloquently explain your position
or you just make it logical, people
tend to be like, ‘Okay, I see where
you’re coming from. I disagree, but...’
So I think it’s important to share
your opinions.”
With a puff in her chest, Wall added
one final thought: “I think Voltaire
once said, ‘I [do not] agree with what
you have to say, but [I’ll defend] to
[the death] your right to say it.*”




STUDENTS REPRESENT AT BATTLE OF THE BANDS
Top left photo: Tommy Sandri on keyboard. Top middle photo: Morado wraps up their set. Top right photo: Tori Marsh and audience members. Middle left photo:
Tim Jordan on vocals. Middle right photo: Kyle DelFatti on keyboard for One l 1 Twenty. Bottom left photo: Campana is the second member of the trio PLCBO. Bottom
middle left photo: The crowd goes wild. Bottom middle right photo: DJ PJ and Dr. Sleepytime Tea and dancers jam out on stage before jumping into the audience.
Bottom right photo: ToriMarsh
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SEARCH FOR MEANING AT EIGHTH ANNUAL BOOK FESTIVAL
Shelby Barnes
Staff Writer
What is the purpose of life? How did
I get here? These questions aren’t the
opening line into the beginning of an
existential crisis—instead they are the
questions that will help kick off Seattle
University’s Search for Meaning
Book Festival.
Going into its eighth annual
year, the festival will present over
50 authors known both nationally
and internationally. Given the vast
number of literary genres present at
the festival, attendees will be given
the opportunity to indulge in multiple
perspectives surrounding thequestion
ofwhat it means to be a human.
“The idea behind it was to bring
together a lot of diversity of voices,
of serious people who have thought
seriously of what it means to be a
human being leading a good life,” said
Mark Markuly, Dean and professor of
the School of Theology.
The festival will have three keynote
speakers including Tracy Kidder,
author of “Mountains Beyond
Mountains,” Suki Kim, author of
“Without You, There Is No Us”
and Sam Quinones, journalist and
author of “Heroin, Shoe Laces,
Levi’s and Walmart—The End of a
Community and Its Re-Creation.”
These authors were chosen because
they are prominent figures within
contemporary literary culture.
Markuly also noted that, though
Kidder, Kim and Quinones are the
featured speakers at the event, the
general session authors possess just
as much value and have produced
equally compelling work.
The Search for Meaning Book
Festival is not only an attraction
for university administrators and
students, but also for the larger
community. Seattle U finds co-
sponsors for the event in the form of
local businesses, such as the Elliott
Bay Book Company, which will co-
sponsor the event.
Karen Allman, a bookseller and
the event coordinator for the Elliot
Bay, shed light on how the company
allied with the festival at its beginning
and why the store maintains that
relationship eight years later.
“We have helped curate the festival
since the beginning and are a proud
cosponsor,” Allman said. “There is
such a great, wide variety of work
being done in the community. I love
the free exchange of ideas across age
groups. There are students, there
are retirees and there’s everyone
in between.”
Allman’s passion for the inclusion
of all age groups is similar to that of
Markuly’s. Though this diverseturnout
helps strengthen the community of
the event, Markuly has noted that as
the festival progresses, he hopes to
see more student involvement and a
stronger undergraduate turnout.
“As the idea evolves, we would have
more students engaged in it, maybe
through their classes. Certain authors
would be very attractive to many of
the undergraduates,” Markuly said.
In light ofMarkuly’s hopeful desires,
sophomore English major Wiley
Martin spoke to the opportunities
presented to students who attend
the festival.
“It gives you the opportunity to meet
and learn from anybody that inspires
you and it gives you the opportunity
to learn about new authors that
could push you further in your self
knowledge or even just provide more
reading pleasure,” Martin said. “I
would hope to be in a comfortable
environment and ask somebody who I
lookup to to give me some insight and
some knowledge.”
Search for Meaning was conceived
as an effort to create a space
for philosophical and religious
conversations outside the restrictions
of an indifferentsociety.
“What does it mean to make
decisions based off the precious little
time we all have as human beings,”
Markuly said.
According to Markuly, it is
because of these voices that those
who attend are able to address a
variety of issues through the authors’
different perspectives.
“There’s a whole series... of issues
fromthese differentprisms. What’s the
overall purpose ofhuman life? How I
NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • THE SPECTATOR
Mark Markuly, one of the organizersfor the Search for Meaning event.
should spend the rest ofmy life? What
constitutes a good way to actually care
about a human being and how to love
them?” Markuly said.
General admission tickets for the
Search for Meaning Book Festival
are available online for $10, with
exception of free admission for Seattle
U students and faculty. For those
FEBRUARY 10. 2016
attending the event, keep on the look
out for the festival’s newest edition
of the curated art show, featuring
Julia Cameron.
Shelby may be reached at
sbarnes@su-spectator.com
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SIR ELTON JOHN’S NEW ALBUM ECHOES PAST WORK
Will McQuilkin
A&E Editor
Sir Elton John is more than a music
icon—he’s some sort of meteor that
rocketed to earth in a sparkly blazer
and chunky glasses destined to impact
the Earths surface and forever change
the music industry. His voice resonates
in the marrow of bones, making every
song your song. His fingers fly over
the piano keys like little rocket men.
He’ll never go breaking your heart.
His 31 albums will hold you close and
turn you into a tiny dancer.
John’s 32nd studio album,
“Wonderful Crazy Night,” released on
Feb. 5, is a testament to his enduring
greatness. It recalls some ofhis earliest
and best work produced in the early
1970s. He animates the lyrics of his
longtime songwriter Bernie Taupin
with trademarkvocal enthusiasm and
rolling, glittering, gospel style piano.
“Some things you don’t forget/
Some things just take hold,” he sings
on the album’s title track, an old
school rock n roll song in which John
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reminiscences on a boozy night and
love at first sight. “Wonderful Crazy
Night” is in the same vein as songs like
“Honky Cat” and “Crocodile Rock,”
both of which feature the same rolling
piano and lively lyrics as “Wonderful,”
though John’s voice is working at a
noticeably lower register in the song
relative tohis earlier work.
Songs like “In the Name of You,”
“Clawhammer” and “Good Heart”
help the album recall some of John’s
early classic albums like “Tumbleweed
Connection” and “Honky Chateau,”
both of which feature some of the
artist’s best work. While “Wonderful”
may not have a “Mona Lisas and Mad
Hatters” or a “Rocket Man (I Think
It’s Going to be a Long Long Time)”
(both of which premiered on “Honky
Chateau,” making it one of the best
albums of all time) it has the same feel
as these early works.
The album is the latest in a series of
albums designed as a sort of comeback
for the legendary performer. Working
with co-producer T-Bone Burnett,
John has put together “The Union,”
which was a collaboration with
another legend of rock, Leon Russell,
and “The Diving Board.” While
“Union” was a tribute to Guy Babylon
(John’s longtime keyboarder, who
died a year before the release of the
album) and “Diving Board” contained
a lot of heavy balladry, “Wonderful”
is a relatively light album. John
croons about good times gone by,
the blessings of the present and the
enjoyment of life’s little pleasures.
“Free and Easy” is the album’s best
songand it recalls more thanjust John’s
early work. Its opening is reminiscent
of the Beatles’ classic, “Strawberry
Fields Forever.” Its lyrics drift between
a chaotic past and a peaceful present,
thus inciting feelings of contentedness
and serenity.
“But I’m free now, free and easy/
Freedom’s a breeze, freedom’s a time/
I’m rolling over and over/ And I
want to be where you are tonight/
Where you are tonight,” John croons
on the chorus of the song. It is an
exaltation of the present and the easy
melody matches the track’s sentiment
PHOTO VIA ISLAND RECORDS
perfectly. “Free and Easy” sounds like
it could havecome right offof“Magical
Mystery Tour,” and that is a very
good thing.
“Every breath is a prayer of some
kind,” begins “Blue Wonderful,” a song
that describes the beauty of a lover’s
eyes. The entire album is encompassed
in that line, given that every song on
the album feels like a prayer bubbling
up out of the past, from somewhere
in the 1970s when Sir Elton John
introduced himself to the world.
There is a mature, classic quality to
“Wonderful” that makes this one of
John’s best albums. While it is missing
those high notes folks have come
to expect from the aging singer, the
album makes up for it with an energy
and jauntiness that have been missing
from his work in the last decade.
Here’s to hoping this album is a taste
of what’s to come.
Will may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com




From its floorboards to ceiling
tiles, everything about Peloton says
Seattle. Not in the slow driving,
eco-friendly, tech savvy, passive
aggressive sense—Peloton is Seattle
the same way Archie McPhee’s or
The EMP Museum are Seattle. But
what makes Peloton special is that,
at it’s heart, it isn’t even trying to be.
Peloton Cafe and Bike Shop is
a new coffee shop and bike repair
shop located right next door to
Nate’s Wings and Waffles on 13th
and Jefferson. Bringing a menu
of coffee, baked goods, beers and
sandwiches, as well as bike tune-ups
and repairs, Peloton is a friendly, fast
and delicious place to visit during
your daily race.
There’s something to eat for every
time of day; whether you need a
quick bite to eat and a latte on your
morning commute or a squash
panini with butternut squash,
spinach, mozzarella and almond
pesto for your lunch break. The
prices are all reasonable at $10 a
meal, $4 for a coffee drink and beers
at about $6 a pop.
The coffee is roasted locally,
produced by Slate Coffee Roasters
and brewed with care and expertise.
My mocha was the perfect
temperature to drinkwhile I watched
the bike polo on the projector screen
and read my newspaper.
The owners who spent countless
nights burning the midnight oil to
finish their labor of love constructed
Peloton by hand. Parking is always
free in front (as long as you are
riding your bike of course). The rack
can hold over a dozen bikes and I
can imagine the Seattle University
Bike Team would have no problem
stopping here for a rest on their
weekly rides.
In their missionstatement, owners
Aaron Grant, MackenzieHart, Dustin
Riggs and Paul Danos describe the
cafe as the “product of serendipity.”
So what does serendipity combined
withpassion for bicyclesbring to the
central district?
Well, Peloton of course. Peloton
in the bike world refers to the main
pack of riders in a bike race. It’s not
the person in front making record
time, and it’s not the caboose, the
peloton is the pack.
The whole point of a peloton is
to reduce drag by riding together,
thus saving energy and allowing
you to ride further. Yes, it’s a race,
but without the “ducks fly together”
mentality, nobody would finish, and
that’s what the cafe all about.
Serendipity usually means a
“pleasant surprise” or moments of
unexpected relevance—moments in
which you find yourself looking for
something and you find something
else different, but pleasant.
When thehead chefofTheLondon
Plane in Pioneer Square, a Navy
veteran turned master bike mechanic
A customer brings his bike inside the new shop.
and two experts in all things bicycle
combine forces, it’s only natural to
expect something great. They deliver
a rich experience to everyone who
enters the doors oftheir cafe.
Peloton does its best to support
local artisans with a locally sourced
menu. Bringing coffee, beer and
baked goods from local masters like
Slate Coffee Roasters, Sugar Bakery
and Standard Brewing together into
one comfortable inviting space. So
after you run their kegs dry you can
just hop on your bike and ride down
to the Standard Brewing tasting
room half a mile away to continue
the fun.
The only downside of Peloton cafe
is the size of the seating area inside.
During my visit, I sat at the bar
and had plenty of space to myself;
but, the cafe quickly filled up with
regulars and new visitors alike and
space quickly filled up.
With Riggs tinkering away on a
bike, and Hart creating works of
art in the kitchen, Peloton has an
environment where you can not
FE9RUARY 10, 2016
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only enjoy some delicious food and
have professional services done on
your bike, but you can also sit down
and feel at home enough to get
something done.
They have an extensive menu of
bike services that you can get done
in the shop, which is conveniently
located next to the barista counter.
The entire list available for reference
online on their website.
Everyone is busy, but they are also
friendly and welcoming, which is
something that’s hard to find in the
heart of the city. Peloton is here to
reduce the drag of your everyday
race and it does—it’s exactly what
you need. Stopping by for a drink
at breakfast or staying for lunch
and a tune-up, Peloton is a great
place to visit.
Jarrodmay be reached at
jgallagher@su-spectator.com
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CRITIC'S CORNER: COEN BROS. (MIGHT HAVE) FAILED
Scott Johnson
Staff Writer
There is no doubt that Joel and
Ethan Coen will go down in the
annals of film history as two of the
greatest directors of all time and
most certainly the most innovative
filmmaking duo in recent memory.
But for every masterpiece a director
crafts, there must be at least one film
that falls short of expectations—-
“Almost Famous” had “Aloha” and
“Schindlers List” had “War Horse.”
The Coen Brothers have produced
a litany of masterful works ranging
from “Fargo,” to “Raising Arizona” to
“No Country for Old Men” and most
recently “Inside Llewyn Davis.” These
are films that push the boundaries
of filmmaking, re-imagine classic
ideas and help extend the art form
into a new domain. Unfortunately
they might have also just found
their dud, but there’s a chance it’s
actually brilliant.
I’m hesitant to call “Hail, Caesar!”
a complete a dud, because, like “A
Serious Man,” the movie is an oddity
and these kinds offilms sometimes it
needs a while to take hold. “A Serious
Man” was squished in between “Burn
After Reading” and “True Grit,” both
of which are superb movies that, in
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many ways, greatly overshadow the
weaker, more obscure middle child.
In defense of “Hail, Caesar!” it comes
following their soul-baring “Inside
Llewyn Davis,” which then produced
sky high expectations for what was to
come next. When the Coen Brothers
succeed, they do so magnificently;
when they fail, it isn’t that the film is
bad, it just is simply disappointing in
comparison to their other works.
So comes “Hail, Caesar!,” a love letter
to 1950s Hollywood complete with
wonderfully choreographed musical
numbers, glamorous movie premieres
and nods to the prevalent genresat the
time—most notably the Biblical epic,
which serves as the focal point of the
film. A sly nod to “Ben-Hur,” “Hail
Caesar!” gets its title from the film-
within-a-film starring Baird Whidock
(George Clooney) as a Roman general
in the time of Jesus. Working to keep
everything in line is Eddie Mannix
(Josh Brolin), afixer who is constantly
hushing gossip columnists, arranging
productions, dealing with divas and
ensuring nobody goes missing.
Well, someone, goes missing—
Baird Whitlock gets kidnapped by a
mysterious organization—and you’d
think that would be the primary focus
for the rest of the film, but it isn’t. A
film like this reminds me why trailers
are becoming exceedinglymisleading;
it was advertised that the entire film
revolves around Baird’s kidnapping.
In actuality, it serves as only a minor
plot point in the grand scheme of
things. The payoff for the group
is—debatably —underwhelming,
producing more of a resounding,
“Huh?” than a revelatory, “Ohhhh,” in
the audience.
It might be that the Coen Brothers
simply bit off more than they could
chew, given the large scale of the
film. With a cast that includes Brolin,
Clooney, Tilda Swinton, Channing
Tatum, Jonah Hill, Scarlett Johansson,
Alison Pill, Ralph Fiennes and
Frances McDormand, most of the
characters hardly get one line. Don’t
get me wrong—they’re all fine, but in
the realm of Coen Brothers movies,
this is unheard of, especially after
the intimate “Inside Llewyn Davis”
in which the characters feel real and
believable. In this case, there is not
enough development of character for
the audience to grow a connection. I
will say that Alden Ehrenreich, who
plays Western star Hobie Doyle,
does steal the show with a humorous
and memorable performance,
especially the scene where he lassos
spaghetti in an almost Charlie
Chaplin-esque manner.
Coming out of “Hail, Caesar!,” I
felt a similar reaction to when I first
saw “A Serious Man,” which had a late
onset popularity still confounds me.
It just did not sit well; it lacked the
regular cohesion of a Coen Brothers
film—they usually feel weird but
wind up making some sort of sense.
Sometimes the Coen Brothers are
too cryptic and “out there” for their
own good—I mean, Communist
submarines? What’s that about?
Is “Hail, Caesar!” a bad film? No—-
in terms of filmmaking, it actually
is quite well done; though it is
disappointing to say the least. Even
one of the Coen Brother’s more well-
known hits, “The Big Lebowski,”
wasn’t released to heavenly praise, but
rather tepid confusion. So it may be—
with time—that “Hail, Caesar!” finds
itself a cult following like that of The
Dude. But for now, I’ll just scratch my
head and see what time does to it—it
may end up go down as one of their
greats, just not for me.
Scott may be reached at
sjohnson@su-spectator.com
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MEN’S BASKETBALL WINS FIFTH STRAIGHT GAME
Willy Goldstein
Volunteer Writer
In front of a homecoming crowd of
2,260 people, the Seattle University
men’s basketball team never trailed
against Missouri-Kansas City and
grabbed their fifth straight win.
Two days after Brendan Westendorf
bankedin abuzzer-beating three-point
shot to win the game, the Redhawks
(12-11, 6-3 WAC) continued their
recent success after a slow start to the
season.
Despite not getting the usual scoring
punch from Westendorf (11.8 ppg),
William Powell more than made up
for it for an all-around performance
to the tune of 17 points, 12 rebounds,
and six assists.
Coach Cameron Dollar praised his
team’s effort, defense and patience. He
also thought they responded well to
their Jan. 6 loss to UMKC.
“We posed a little tougher problem
zone wise this game. For a handful of
our guys that was the first conference
game they ever played in. Some of
those younger guys got some more
miles on them.”
Powell brought the energy early with
a two handed jam ten minutes into the
firsthalf that got KeyArena on its feet.
The 6’6” forward not only made plays
on the offensive end but held down
the defense thatheld the Kangaroos to
33 percent shooting.
Seattle U came out playing fast with
six fast break points in the first half.
They forced 11 first halfturnovers that
led to 13 points. They were running
the floor and setting the pace for the
game. Although, this was originally
not their plan.
“We wanted to slow it down and
take our time but it was working so we
just went with it,” Powell said.
It worked until they gave up nine
points at the end of the half to let
UMKC pull to within two.
They started off the second half
fast, getting six points from Manny
Chibuogwu to take a four point lead
and they didn’t look back, leading the
rest of the game.
The Kangaroos cut the lead to five
with four minutes remaining, but
freshman guard Jake Spurgeon hit
back to back three-pointers to extend
the lead and seal the game.
The Redhawks hit 16 free throws in
the second half including nine in the
last two minutes.
With just five games remaining
before the WAC tournament the
Redhawks are playing some of
their best basketball. They are not
getting comfortable with their
situation though. While it’s great to
win, the team knows they haven’t
accomplishedanything yet.
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#21 William Powell posted a double-double versus UMKC, with 17 points, 12 rebounds and 6 assists
“We gotta keep winning. We still
have New Mexico State and Grand
Canyon to play here,” Powell said. “It’s
cool to win but at about 12 o’clock I
forget about it.”
New Mexico will be a big focal point
for this team as they lost to them in
the Western Atlantic Conference
tournament championship last year.
New Mexico State has also won the
tournament for four straight years.
The Redhawks know that there
are still tests for them coming up.
Three of the their final five games
come against the top three teams in
the conference. This will be a good
challenge for the Redhawks heading
into the tournament where they look
to make the championship game as
they did last year.
Despite the upcoming challenges,
the team must be feeling good after
their recent success. They are heating
up at the right time and Saturday’s
win should be a sign of good things
to come.
Up next: The Redhawks get seven
days off before facing off against
Grand Canyon University. They
last faced off on Jan. 30 when Seattle
University won on a last second layup
to hand GCU its first conference loss.
Editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com.
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MEN’S BASKETBALL CAPS OFF HOMECOMING FESTIVITIES
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#13 Manny Chibuogwu scored 12 points in Seattle U's victory over UMKC
20 SPORTS
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#24 Jack Crook hooks a shot over a UMKC player.
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The Homecoming Umbrella Parade was held on Friday afternoon in front of the
library to pump up the crowdfor the upcominggame.
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TIME OUT SESSION: BRENDAN WESTENDORF
Shelby Barnes
Staff Writer
Seattle University junior guard
Brendan Westendorfhelped bring the
Seattle University mens basketball
team their fourth straight win on
Thursday, Feb. 4, barely beating the
buzzer afterheaving a shot from nearly
midcourt. Along with contributing to
the success of his team, Westendorf
has also been named WAC Player of
the week, an award he attributes to
team effort.
“Not only is it an individual award,
but I get that from my teammates as
well, because without them then I
don’t get that [award],” Westendorf
said.
Originally from Auburn, Wash.,
most of Westendorf s life has been
spent in the greater Seattle area.
Wanting to be close to home,
Westendorf chose Seattle U because
of the impressive coaching staff and
the players on the team,both ofwhich
have contributed to the Westendorf’s
experience thus far.
Since playing for the Redhawks,
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL CONTINUES SKID
Callie Craighead
Staff Writer
After two losses at home, Seattle
University womens basketball
suffered two more tough losses on
the road against Chicago State and
University of Missouri-Kansas City.
Considering the Redhawks beat
both teams at home in January, these
two consecutive losses proved to
be frustrating.
The team travelled to Chicago
to play against the Chicago State
Cougars on Feb. 4. When the teams
squared off here in Seattle in January,
the Redhawks beat the Cougars 59-45.
Seattle U started the firsthalf strong
with senior center Taelor Ross helping
the Redhawks gain an early lead
against the Cougars, knocking down
two jumpers and followed by a three
point shot from junior point guard
Kaylee Best. The Redhawks ended the
Westendorf has noticed a significant
difference in the challenges basketball
provided in high school versus college.
“It is a lot more physical, the pace
is a lot faster, and obviously everyone
is a lot bigger than high school,”
Westendorfsaid.
Despite these challenges, the team
and its members that have positively
impacted Westendorf s experience
of playing for Seattle U. Being apart
of a team, Westendorf enjoys the fim
environment it creates, seeing his
teammates as brothers.
“They’re always joking around,
always together, never just one of us
by ourselves, always two or three,”
Westendorfsaid.
Being a part of a team, though,
necessitates more than just being able
to get along. It also requires knowing
how to appreciate one another despite
the differenceseach player holds.
“In order to be a team member or a
team player, you have to be able to put
your differences aside, and be able to
give up something for everyone else,”
Westendorfsaid. “As far as being apart
of our team, [we] play for each other.
first quarter leading 13-10.
The Cougars fought back and
closed the gap in the second quarter,
eventually taking a 27-23 lead into
the half.
While the Cougars would keep the
lead in the second half of the game,
it was not without a good fight from
the Redhawks. Best and sophomore
guard Jacinta Beckley were able to
bring the Redhawks back to within
five twice before the Cougars pulled
ahead, ending the game with a 57-49
win over the Redhawks.
This was a tough loss for the
Redhawks to a team they had
previously beaten by 14 points. Ross
played well, earning a double-double
with 18 points and 10 rebounds.
Best also scored in the double digits,
earning 11 points for the Redhawks.
Next up was the University of
Missouri-Kansas City Kangaroos on
Feb. 6. Although narrowly beating
If you’re playing for everyone else,
then the whole team is doing well.”
Contributing to the theme of
playing for one another, Westendorf
believes that he contributes by
bringing leadership through the
years ofexperiencehe has had playing
for Seattle U. With his experience,
Westendorf finds that he is used to
the competition level asked of him
and his teammates, which allows the
opportunity for Westendorf to teach
the younger players.
“I’m used to the competition level,
and I’m able to teach them things that
I know so that we can all get better as
a whole,”Westendorf said.
As a junior interdisciplinary liberal
studies major, Westendorfaims to be
successful both on the court and in
the classroom. When he isn’t being
an athlete, he is a full time student
attending class or doing homework in
the library. As to where Westendorf
believes he will be after Seattle U, he is
still unsure, but sees a possible future
in coaching.
“I don’thave any kind of ideawhat I
want to do withthat, maybe eventually
the Kangaroos 69-63 at home in
January, this game was not as close
as the Redhawks were unable to gain
any momentum and come back after
a bad first half.
The first half proved to be the
defining factor of the game, with the
Kangaroos launching a 13-0 run to
startthe game. Seattle Ufinally scored
their first points after Shaylin Heredia
went l-for-2 from the freethrow line
towards the end of the first quarter.
While Heredia and sophomore guard
Delanie Parry were able to put some
points on the board for the Redhawks,
the Kangaroos led 21-3 at the end of
the first quarter.
The Redhawks started a rally in the
second quarter but were unable to
overcome the 18 point deficit from the
first quarter. Senior forward Cydnee
Ceballos and sophomore guard
Ashlyn Lewey scored 6 unanswered
points, helping the Redhawks to gain
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Brendan Westendorf ofSeattle
University’s Men’s Basketball team
was named last week’s WAC Player of
the Week.
go into coaching because if I’m not
part of the game, playing wise, I want
to be part ofit as a coach.”
Shelby can be reached at
sbarnes@su-spectator.com
some momentum. Despite this, the
Kangaroos led 38-11 at halftime.
The beginning of the third quarter
saw the Redhawks at their peak,
earning 13 unanswered points over
the Kangaroos. This momentum was
short lived, as the Kangaroos came
back with 12 points, leading 52-30 at
the beginning of the fourth quarter.
They were able to keep the lead,
beating the Redhawks 64-43.
This was a low-scoring game for
the Redhawks as they could not
come back from the early lead of the
Kangaroos; Parry and Lewey both
scored 8 points.
The Redhawks return home before
leaving for Phoenix to play Grand
Canyon University on Feb. 13.




JUST ‘BOUT THAT ACTION BOSS
Marshawn Lynch took to Twitter and officiallyannouncedhis retirement in a way
that only he could. Always a man offew words, especially when it came to the
media, Lynch simply shared a photo ofhis neon-green cleats hanging from some
power lines, leaving a peace sign in thecaption. Manyspeculated that this was the
end, and on Monday, Lynchs agent confirmed that Lynch does intend to retire.
His retirement begs the question: Is Marshawn Lynch headed to the NFL Hall
ofFame?
Anybody who has watched him as closely as Seattle fans have over the last six
seasons will answer with a resounding yes, but what about everyone else? Well,
like Seahawks cornerbackRichard Shermanhas said so many times, “Numbers
don’t lie.”
So let’s look at the numbers. Over his career, Lynch has amassed 9,112 yards
on 2,144 carries—-an average of 4.3 yards per carry—with 74 touchdowns. In
the postseason, Lynch is thirdall time with six 100-yard rushing games, second
to only Terell Davis and Emmitt Smith. Lynch has amassed 917 rushing yards
and 9 touchdowns, the mostamong all active NFL running backs.
While hitting the 10,000 yard mark on his career or winning a second Super
Bowl would have all but guaranteed Lynch a spot in the Hall of Fame, something
else should be considered. Lynch would seemingly gain momentum as the game
progressed, grinding out yards and wearing the opposing defenders down. Lynch
was arguably the hardest runner the NFL has seen over the last 10 years. Go back
and watch some tape. His greatest run, and perhaps one ofthe greatest runs of
all time, came in 2010 against the then defending champion New Orleans Saints.
Lynch took what should have been a 2-yard run and turned it into a 67-yard
rumble, breaking at least six tackles along the way. Lynch changed the way we
look at running backs in the NFL.
“I know I’m gonna get got. But I’m gonna get mine before I get got, though.”
Thanks for everything Beast. See you in the Hall.
The Spectator editorial board consists ofMelissa Lin, Christopher Salsbury, A.J. Schofield, Lena Beck, Jenna Ramsey, Will McQuilkin, Nicole Schlaeppi, and Sally Underwood. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors
and not necessarily those o/The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarilythe viewsofSeattle University.
Alisa Poplawski leaves the blocks in the womens 400m,
—AJ Schofield, Sports & Opinion Editor
SOS: SUSTAIN OUR SEAFOOD
Many of our ocean’s fish species are becoming threatened by commercial
overfishing. As consumers, we run the risk of accidentally eating an endangered
shrimp in our shrimpcocktails, or a nigh-extinct species oftuna on our tuna nigiri
at that one fancy sushi restaurant. However, it is not just restaurant menus that
we have to be wary of; household items like pet foodand nutritional supplements
can also be unsustainably farmed. We are responsible for knowing where our
food comes from and how.
Eating sustainable seafood is critical. Not only is it a terrible shame to cause
a species to go extinct, but these fish populations are instrumental to the health
oftheir ecosystems. Especially in larger fish species, like sharks and tunas, the
environmental impact of their absence is profound.
Sadly, it is easyto eat or buy a threatened species of fish.
It is also easy to avoid eating a threatened species of fish—ifyou arm yourself
with the right tools. The simplest wayis to stop eating fish entirely, barring what
we catch ourselves (this is what I do, but it is not the best method for everyone).
For those who do not want to cease all fish consumption, then it is important to
determine if a fishwas sustainablycaught. You can look for it on the packaging,
but companies are not required to put that information on the package. You
could ask your server at the restaurant, but the odds are that they do not know.
At least, that is what I have experienced.
So, what to do? Do you risk buying the bag of ambiguously titled ‘HappyFlorida
JumboShrimp’ withoutknowing ifsome ofthe small pinkcreatures with fished for
unsustainably? Do not risk it; instead, do some research. Monterey BayAquarium’s
“Seafood Watch” app is a free and easy way to conduct your research. Google
and other databaseswill also serve you well, as will pestering your supermarkets
and restaurants for the informationyou seek. Happy sustainable seafood eating.
The track team tests out the banked trackfor the first time.
—Sally Underwood, Lead Design





Carlos is the better uncle you never had
Q I am thinking of living alone next year. I am able toafford a few places for next year so money is not the
biggestproblem. I am justa very socialperson andI like
to be aroundpeople. But Ialso like my alone time. Ijust
don’t know ifI’d be happy living alone but I don’t have
anyone I know well enough to live with. I guess asking
for pros and consfrom someone who has lived alone.
A We are the same person! I think I’m a fairly social9 person but have also lived alone for the last two years,
* which for me, has been a great experience. Living
alone is nice because you don’t have to worry about
potential roommate conflicts or space issues if you live
on campus. However, since I haven’t livedwith someone in the last
two years, I’ve gotten a bit more disorganized and messy when it
comes to maintaining a clean room. It can also get a little lonely but
I suppose it also makes having friends over a little easier. Personally,
I think you can still be a social person and be around people but
still live alone.
Coach Cameron Dollar was clearly pleased by his
team’s performance on Homecoming Night
#24 Jack Crook takes a shot surroundedby
UMKC defenders
HomecomingKingDanicole Ramos and Homecoming Queen Jennifer
Cruzpose with President Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J. after being crowned
Q
Greetings, Carlos! Just inquiring for a fellow
• companion— How does a female such as myselfflirt
* with the male gender? Thanks!
A Flirting
is such strange concept and there is no real way to
• flirt with someone you may like, but I would start out with a
• smile or a compliment. Try getting to know this person more
so you can give them meaningful compliments and have
interesting conversations (and so you know your flirting will
be worth the time). Just remember to make sure the person you. are
flirting with feels comfortable if you do decide to flirt with them.
Q
Uncle Carlos, What do you do ifyou superglue your
• fingers together? This is an actual reality. Please help.
• Love, a stuck SUstudent.
A Try using acetone! Ask your friends to help you out so you• don’t spread the superglue around and "make it worse. Be
• careful next time!
XOXO Uncle Carlos
To submit a question, visit su-askingforafriend.tumblr.com
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CHECK OUT OUR ONLINE COLUMNS PUBLISHED THROUGHOUT THE WEEK!
HERE’S A GLIMPSE INTO A FEW...
OSCAR WATCH WITH SCOTT
BY SCOn JOHNSON
We are just three short weeks away from the Oscars. This is the
time where things really get interesting, especially with the SAGs
having just passed and the BAFTAs still to come. So this week we
will be looking at the supporting acting categories, one of which
has a big shoe-in, while the other remains way up in the air.
Best Supporting Actor:
Forty years after Sylvester Stallone originated the role of Rocky, he
is now in prime standings to take home an award for his role in
"Creed." The tender, aged, and heartbreaking performance he gives
was one of his finest performances
ever, which firmly places him in the
lead. That isn't to say that Christian
Bale ("The Big Short") and Tom
Hardy ("The Revenant") don't
stand any chances—I would love it
if Hardy won. Out of anybody, and
despite my love for Rocky, I would
honestly prefer it if Tom Hardy
took home the trophy because he
is a damn good ...
COME VOLUNTEER WITH US NEXT QUARTER!
MEETINGS ARE AT 7PM
ON MONDAYS
IN CAMPION 006
LISTEN TO THIS: ANDREW BIRD
BYJENNA RAMSEY
I love to recommend Andrew Bird to friends because his music
is perfect for so many occasions—road tripping, studying, taking a
walk...the list goes on. The best word I can think of to describe his
sound is calming, and like his name, his music is closelyconnected
to nature (so much so that one of his signatures is whistling like a
bird).
First and foremost, Bird is a brilliant violinist. On his last project
from 2015, an EP called "Canyons", each song was written for and
performed in a specific site within the Utah Cayote Gulch canyons.
The whole album is just a guy, his
violin and whatever natural sounds
are recorded around him. It's great.
My favorite albums of his are
"Armchair Apocrypha" (2007),
a sweet but melancholy LP, and
"Break It Yourself" (2012), which in
my opinion is the most fleshed out
representation of what his music
is. Those are good places to start,
but his discography is essentially
mistake-free.
The best artists are the ones who
can evolve successfully. Bird is
one of my favorite current
musicians not just
because his...
